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MACH VRT T4i

BEYOND YOUR WILDEST EXPECTATIONS.
Maximum Lamborghini ef� ciency and productivity.
Lamborghini introduces the new Mach: created and 
engineered to deliver outstanding levels of productivity, with 
cutting edge technology and a superior level of comfort. From 
cultivation work and road transport to working with both front 
and rear implements, Mach has been developed for the most 
demanding and forward thinking customers, for high acreage 
operations and the most challenging drivers. The performance 
of its DEUTZ T4i engine with SCR technology which, combined 
with the maximum versatility and multipurpose capabilities 
of its VRT transmission, mean utmost performance with 
maximum ef� ciency. The unmistakeable and exclusive design 
of the cab, the futuristic lines of the hood and fenders and 
the LED technology lights complete the speci� cation package 
of Lamborghini Machs, making them unique, tractors which 
stand out in a crowd.

4 - MACH VRT
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-  6 cylinder, 4 valve DEUTZ 6.1 Common Rail 
Tier 4i engine, with turbo intercooler, electronic 
governor, “power boost” and post emission 
control with SCR system (Ad-Blue)

-  Hydraulic reverse shuttle with dual multiplate 
wet clutch

-  VRT continuously variable transmission, in� nitely 
variable gear ratios from 0 to 50Km/h

-  Electronic hitch control with radar and 540/ 
540ECO/1000/1000ECO 4 speed power take off

-  “Load Sensing” closed centre hydraulic system 
with variable displacement pump

-  MaxiVision cab with Work-display, backlit digital 
instrument panel and light control panel

-  Multifunction armrest with joystick controller for 
managing the main tractor functions

-  iMonitor2 with ISO-bus system and integrated GPS
-  Giugiaro Design

M A C H 2 1 0  V R T 2 3 0  V R T 2 5 0  V R T

Maximum power with boost kW/hp 165/224 180/245 194/263

Maximum power kW/hp 151/205 162/220 175/238

Power at rated engine speed with boost kW/hp 163/222 178/242 190/258

Power at rated engine speed kW/hp 137/186 150/204 174/236

DETAILS
(FROM THE LEFT)
- LED technology lights
- New MaxiVision cab
- New multifunction armrest
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